Treasures from the Yale Film Archive: SPRING, SUMMER, FALL, WINTER...AND SPRING

November 16, 2018

Join us for a 15th anniversary screening of Kim Ki-duk's chamber drama Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter...and Spring, with an introduction by Young Sun Park. Set entirely at a floating monastery, the film chronicles the life of a Buddhist monk from childhood to old age. Critic Derek Elley called it "a sublime, witty, gritty, and transcendental movie," while Andrew Sarris said it "probably represents the purest and most transcendent distillation of the Buddhist faith ever rendered on the screen." 35mm print from the Yale Film Archive.

Visit the event page [1]!

Time/Date:
2 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 2

Location:
Whitney Humanities Center Auditorium
53 Wall Street
New Haven, CT

What is Treasures from the Yale Film Archive?
Treasures from the Yale Film Archive [2] is an ongoing series of classic and contemporary films in 35mm curated by the Yale Film Study Center and screened at the Whitney Humanities Center.

Treasures screenings are always free and open to the public.